




Leo Vanin’s winery is located in the area of Valdobbiadene known as “Il Settolo”. It lies between hills and 
the glorious Piave river, which flows through these lands to Venice. The cellar is owned by Mattiazzo’s 
Family that twenty years ago have established a modern winery by renovating the vineyards and restoring 
the house. Our wines are obtained exclusively from grapes harvested in our own six hectars of vineyards, 
managed by the family in every single step: the blooming, the ripening and the “ritual” of harvest, when 
you collect the efforts of the whole year. In the winery, we complete some other important steps: from 
the pressing of fresh grapes to the vinification of must.

Thanks to the different geographical locations of the vineyards, we are able to produce all the most wel-
lknown appellations for Prosecco: Valdobbiadene Superiore DOCG, Asolo Superiore DOCG, Treviso DOC.

Moreover, some years ago we bought a plot of land in Castelgomberto, which is located in the hills 
behind Vicenza. Here we planted red grapes vines, which completes our wine range with an unusual red 
blend. In the same land, we planted more than two hundreds olive trees of five different varieties, from 
which we extract our Extra Vergine Olive Oil.





Why FIVI
The winegrower is one of the main figures of contemporary wine.
Its existence is essential to ensure the consumer a wine that has a strong attachment to the 
territory. Winegrower grows its grapes and therefore the origin of its wine is certified by the 
fatigue and the time spent in the vineyard and in the cellar.
Origin is not a secondary factor especially if you want to drink a wine that is really wine and 
not a simple drink.

Vignaioli Indipendenti want to create a strong bond with consumers so a strong dialogue can be started with 
them. They are a central figure and an alliance between winegrowers and consumers - co-producers - is a strategic 
goal of Vignaioli Indipenenti.
Because it is not true that all wines marketed in Italy and in the World represent a territory and not all wines that 
can be consumed have a strong brand of typicality and culture. We want to defend the figure of the vintner be-
cause we are convinced
that it is essential for the future of our lands and for Italian agriculture.

The goal of Vignaioli Indipendenti is that the vigneron remains in the territory:
• to make wine
• to preserve terroirs





Appellation: Valdobbiadene Superiore Docg

Grapes: Glera

Second Fermentation: Martinotti Method

Residual Sugars: Extra Dry

Colour: Straw yellow

Nose: Yellow fruits (golden apple, banana, pear) and acacia flowers

Taste: Extremely sapid, allows you to rediscover the flavors you have 
experienced before giving the feeling of a well-ordered fruit com-
position

Pairing: Original accompaniment throughout the day from aperitifs 
to desserts.

Serving temperature: 10-12 °C

VALDOBBIADENE PROSECCO SUPERIORE DOCG
EXTRA DRY





ASOLO PROSECCO SUPERIORE DOCG
BRUT

Appellation: Asolo Superiore Docg

Grapes: Glera

Second Fermentation: Martinotti Method

Residual Sugars: Brut

Colour: Straw yellow

Nose: White peach and green apple then evolve towards ripe fruit 
and honey notes

Taste: Round and sapid, fine and elegant, not aggressive.

Pairing: All round meal, expecially with blue fish and shellfish, white 
meats and seasoned cheeses.

Serving temperature: 8-10 °C





TREVISO D.O.C.

Appellation: Treviso DOC

Grapes: Glera

Second Fermentation: Martinotti Method

Residual Sugars: Extra Dry

Colour: Straw yellow with greenish reflections

Nose: Wide range of scents ranging from the first citrus notes to a 
definite nose of white fruits and golden apple

Taste: Opening on citrus notes evolving to a fruit salad with apple, 
pear and banana amongst all.

Pairing: All round meal, especially for first light courses or fish. Great 
companion for every moment of the day.

Serving temperature: 10-12 °C





I L  SETTOLO SUI L IEVITI
VINO BIANCO FRIZZANTE

Appellation: Treviso DOC

Grapes for 2016: Glera, Chardonnay, Pinot Noir

Second Fermentation: natural in the bottle, without degorgement,
0 g/l residual sugar

Colour: bright straw yellow

Nose: Opening on wild flowers, citrus peel and bread crust, evolu-
tion towards fenugreek and yeast

Taste: Fruity start notes and more vivid notes of bread crust, almond, 
fenugreek

Pairing: everything

Serving temperature: 12-15 °C





ROSATO
VINO SPUMANTE BRUT

Grapes: Pinot Nero

Second Fermentation: Martinotti Method

Residual Sugars: Brut

Colour: Faded pink

Nose: Vinous, slightly fruity and floral

Taste: Sapid, wellbalance with pleasant acidity

Pairing: Suitable for accompanying appetizers but also white meat 
dishes, fresh fish and cheeses

Serving temperature: 10-12 °C





LEO VANIN UE FATE

Grapes: Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, Petit Verdot

Appellation: Vino Rosso da Tavola

Colour: Ruby red with garnet reflections

Nose: Intense and enveloping perfume, fruit jam, plum and light 
spices

Taste: Pleasantly intense, round and velvety. Again the tastes found 
on the nose are especially plum and fruit jam.

Pairing: Roasts, game and grilled meats. Ideal also for the first ela-
borate dishes typical of the Venetian tradition

Serving temperature: 15 °C







Azienda Agricola Mattiazzo Leo di Mattiazzo Jessica
Via Cal delle Piere, 2 - 31049 Valdobbiadene Tv
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